The pointwise estimates of the deviations r Tn,A,Bf p¨q´r f p¨q and r T n,A,B f p¨q´r f p¨, εq in terms of moduli of continuity r w¨f and r w¨f are proved. Analogical results on norm approximation with remarks and corollary are also given. These results generalized a theorem of Mittal [3, Theorem 1, p. 437].
Introduction
Let L p p1 ≤ p ă 8q rp " 8s be the class of all 2π-periodic realvalued functions integrable in the Lebesgue sense with p-th power [essentially bounded] over Q " r´π, πs with the norm Let A :" pa n,k q and B :" pb n,k q be infinite lower triangular matrices of real numbers such that a n,k ≥ 0 and b n,k ≥ 0, when k " 0, 1, 2, . . . n, a n,k " 0 and b n,k " 0, when k ą n, n ÿ k"0 a n,k " 1 and As a measure of approximation of f, r f and r f p¨, q by the above quantities, we use the pointwise moduli of continuity of f in the space L 1 defined by the formulas
It is clear that
where ωf pδq L p " sup 0ăt≤δ }ϕ¨ptq } L p and r ωf pδq L p " sup 0ăt≤δ }ψ¨ptq } L p are the classical moduli of continuity of f .
The deviation T n,A,B f´f with lower triangular infinite matrix A, defined by a n,k " 1 n`1 when k " 0, 1, 2, . . . n and a n,k " 0 when k ą n, was estimated by M. L. Mittal as follows:
Theorem A. [3, Theorem 1, p. 437] If entries of matrix A satisfy the conditions a n,n´k´an`1,n`1´k ≥ 0, for 0 ≤ k ≤ n, l ÿ k"0 pk`1q |a r,r´k´ar,r´k´1 | " O´r pk`1q |pa r,r´k´ar`1,r`1´k q´pa r,r´k´1´ar`1,r´k q| " Oˆ1 r`1˙, for 0 ≤ r ≤ n and a n,0´an`1,1 " O´pn`1q´2t
hen, for x such that The deviation T n,A,B f´f was also estimated in our earlier paper as follows:
[2] Let f P L 1 . If entries of our matrices satisfy the conditions a n,n ! 1 n`1 , 1 s`1 s ÿ r"0 a n,r ! a n,s , for 0 ≤ s ≤ n and |a n,r b r,r´l´an,r`1 b r`1,r`1´l | ! a n,r pr`1q 2 for 0 ≤ l ≤ r ≤ n´1 thenˇˇT n,A,B f pxq´f pxqˇˇ! n ÿ r"0 a n,r
for every natural n and all real x.
In the case of conjugate functions, the deviation n ř k"0 a n,k r S k f pxq´r f pxq was considered by M. L. Mittal, B. E. Rhoades and V. N. Mishra in [4] in the following way
provided that ξ ptq is positive, increasing function of t satisfying the condi-
In our theorems, we will consider the deviations r T n,A,B f p¨q´r f p¨q and r T n,A,B f p¨q´r f p¨, εq with the mean (1) introduced at the begin and we will present the estimates of the above type. Consequently, we also give some results on norm approximation and some remarks. Finally, we will derive a corollary. We shall write I 1 ! I 2 if there exists a positive constant K, sometimes depend on some parameters, such that I 1 ≤ KI 2 .
Statement of the results
We start with our main results on the degrees of pointwise summability.
Theorem 1. Let f P L 1 . If entries of our matrices satisfy the conditions a n,n ! 1 n`1 ,
1 s`1 s ÿ r"0 a n,r ! a n,s for 0 ≤ s ≤ n (4) and (5) |a n,r b r,r´l´an,r`1 b r`1,r`1´l | ! a n,r pr`1q 2 , for 0 ≤ l ≤ r ≤ n´1 then
and under the additional condition 1 π
for every natural n and all considered real x.
Remark 1. We can observe that the proof of Theorem 1 yields the following more precise estimate
n,r`r ÿ k"1 a n,k r`1˙"
without assumption (4) . In this case, we can obtain the relatioňˇˇr
under weaker assumption ř n r"0 ř r k"0 a n,k r`1 " O p1q instead of (4) with (3), (5) and r w x f pδq " o x p1q .
If we suppose at the beginning that the matrix A is such that a n,k " 1 n`1 , when k " 0, 1, 2, . . . n and a n,k " 0, when k ą n, then we can yet reduce our assumptions. we obtain the estimatěˇˇr
more precise than (11). This additional assumption as well as (10) are fulfilled if b n,k " 0 for k " 0, 1, 2, . . . , n´1, n`1, . . . and b n,n " 1. Thus, we have analogue of the well known classical result of S. Aljančič, R. Bojanic and M. Tomić [1] . The analogical remark we can prepare with respect to Theorem 1.
Finally, we formulate the results on the estimates of L p norm of the deviation considered above. 
for every natural n. 
-
when n Ñ 8.
Auxiliary results
We begin this section by some notations following A. Zygmund [5, Section 5 of Chapter II].
It is clear that Now, we formulate some estimates for the conjugate Dirichlet kernels. Dk ptqˇˇ≤ π 2 |t| andˇˇĂ D k ptqˇˇ≤ π |t| but for any real t, we havěˇˇĂ D k ptqˇˇ≤ 1 2 k pk`1q |t| andˇˇĂ D k ptqˇˇ≤ k`1.
More complicated estimates we give with proofs. The second inequality is evident, therefore our proof is completed. Further, by Lemma 1,
pk`1q a n,r b r,k ≤ r w x fˆπ n`1˙n ÿ r"0 a n,r ≤ n ÿ r"0 a n,r r w x fˆπ r`1! n ÿ r"0 a n,r
and using the inequality:
x ptq n ÿ r"0 r ÿ k"0 a n,r b r,k cos p2k`1qt 
